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MINUTES  
of the 4th ‘HUMA network’ workshop 

(9-10 December 2010) 
Brussels 

 

 
 
 
 
 
LATEST DEVELOPMENTS 
 
 
A. General presentation of latest developments of t he project  
 
What has been done in the 6 last months? 

• Preparation of the public hearing with the partners and the political parties and 
advocacy towards MEP 

• Work of launch of the European declaration (support of the work done at national 
levels+ work at EU level) 

• Realisation of the field survey on access to healthcare for undocumented migrants 
and asylum seekers in 4 countries (Malta, Romania, Poland, Cyprus); on-going 
analysis by Anne together with the countries.  

• National events supported in France, Belgium, Portugal, UK.  
• Preparation of a new short HUMA publication on 16 countries translated in all 

languages of the members. 
• Beginning of work with the SIMM in Italy (no MdM anymore there) 
• Reflexion on the advocacy work at EU level after the end of the HUMA project (with 

members of steering committee). 
 
Some sleeping actions or difficulties  

• Attempt to include in our network a partner from Austria; from Denmark; from 
Hungary. By now, contacts exist with organisations in these 3 countries but no 
concrete collaboration has been made. We will end the network with 16 formal 
partners.  

• No real work done at EU nor at national levels on the return directive and on the 
promotion of the Conclusions of the Council (access to healthcare for pregnant 
women and children) 

 
 
B. Evolution of the context in the different countr ies  
 
In the latest months,  

- tendency to restrict the rights of undocumented migrants to access healthcare (example of 
the amendment to make the undocumented migrants pay an annual 30 euros fee) 

- tendency to more and open racism and xenophobia (extreme right party elected at the 
parliament in Sweden; violent events against migrants from our member organisation in 
Greece of Cyprus – MdM and KISA) 

- a restriction of the budgets and access to the health system, due to the policies taken to 
face the crisis 
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Tables of the tendencies as described by the member s (give maximum one new element on 
the context in your country) 
Negative tendency for access to hc  
NL = extreme right party is ‘partly’ in parliament (not sure is access will be restricted) 
CYP = reporting of migrants to the welfare services / migration 
SW = extreme right party in parliament for the first time 
RO = obligation to denounce (by individual and moral health providers) was maintained in the 
revised version of the Alien’s law (despite advocacy action) 
FR=  in French immigration law, amendment to reduce the protection of seriously ill foreigners 
(2nd reading of law in jan 2011) 
ES= discourse about restricting access to H in election campaigns at local and regional levels 
CZ = some regions require the regional hospitals to denounce migrants without insurance – 
NGO and medical chamber are involved against this; they have written to MOH.  
POL = no negative tendencies observed; access to health care for udm is not an issue 
PT= economical crisis � lack of resources for social support of migrants 
UK = NHS reform planned, leading to privatisation and to the exclusion of ‘complex’ patients  
IT = arrest in water frontiers of immigrants 
SLOV = udm and as are not allowed to have med treatment if it is not urgent/ life-threatening = 
they have to pay  
 
Positive tendency for access to hc  
DE = removal of the reservation of the convention on the rights of the child 
NL = financial compensation regulation is better in place; field/ support organisations play a 
serious role (towards ministry/ CVZ) 
CYP = commissioner for children rights advocating for undocumented children 
SW = increased access / right for all children in Stockholm (after meeting with MDM !) 
RO = law proposal granting access to the labour market for ‘tolerates’ (thus according social 
protection and health insurance), still to be approved by Parliament.    
FR=  ministry of immigration has disappeared but these question are now under responsibility of 
a very conservative minister (of interior)  
CZ = Czech medical chamber published its official statement that denouncing of undocumented 
migrants by health staff in unlawful.    
POL = no positive tendencies observed; access to health care for udm is not an issue 
PT= new measures : adoption of cultural mediators/ investment in the training of health 
professionals regarding the legal rights to health  
UK = health inclusion boards to be created (with an ally of us); new chair of RGCP is very keep 
ion ensuring access to vulnerable groups to healthcare (signed the Declaration)  
IT = reject of denunciation of udm seeking healthcare by health organisations  
SLOV = already has 2 clinics for people without insurance, are willing to open a new one  
 
Discriminations and social context  
DE : very negative debate on integration (book of Sarrazin) 
NL = extreme right party gained votes == > tendency of “contra migrants”   
CYP = different treatment made to migrants/ problems with the language barrier 
SW = the ongoing enquiry is not including all categories of undocumented migrants (Roma, poor 
Eu citizens with no insurance) 
RO = most of the categories of people formerly exempt from paying contribution for healthcare 
will have to pay; maternity leave and allowance reduced drastically starting 2011 
FR=  attack and stigmatisation of Roma people (usually Bulgarian and Romanian citizens) 
CZ = general lack of awareness among health pro leads to reluctance in providing healthcare to 
undocumented migrants.   
POL; PT; ES =  /  
UK = with the government coalition, anti-immigration; detention of families and children still not 
addressed (went back from their promises); reform of the health system; decrease founds for 
charities 
SLOV = udm and as are not allowed to enter public health centres with no health card   
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C. Presentation of Slovenska Philatropija and partn ers from Czech republic  
 

- Slovenska Filantropija (in Slovenia) is an Association for the Promotion of Voluntary Work, established in 

1992, very active in the field of immigration. Within the organisation is the Centre for Psycho-Social Assistance 
to Refugees, which helps asylum seekers and separated minor refugees, and supports the integration of 
refugees into society. Another part of the organisation is the Centre for the Promotion of Health, which aims to 
help people whom, due to a variety of reasons, cannot even afford basic health insurance. At their health 

centers, they see mostly uninsured Slovenian people. But also regular migrants and undocumented 
migrants as weel as asylum seekers, European citizens and tolerated people. They have 40 volunteer 
doctors (GPs and doctors with specialisation) providing health care there. And a social worker 
provides basic information about health insurance, helps in managing temporary or permanent 
residence permits, helps to fill out forms and applications, and mediates between the patients and 
institutions. They systematically collect data about the patients: name, birth, address/homeless, 
employed/unemployed, social welfare, documents (Slovenian ID, passport-visas, tolerated status’ 
cards, asylum seekers’ card). Many people come regularly. 

 
- Partner from the Czech republic = Multikulturni center (MKC). The person from MKC was not 

present, but someone came from their partner organisation, Association for Integration and 
Migration (SIMI)  : together, they run a project on “regularisation” financed by the EU, through which 
they advocate for and provide information on access to healthcare for migrants, and especially for 
pregnant women. The situation in the Czech Republic as regards access to healthcare is very 
difficult for all migrants as many of them can not access to public coverage but only to private 
insurances that provide very poor coverage.    

 
 
FEEDBACK ON THE PUBLIC HEARING  
  
A. Analysis of the table (here under)  
The table presents the advocacy done by HUMA project, in relation with the ork of EU institutions 
on health inequalities (reminder: EU level proposals on health issues are non binding.)   
 
This table allows seeing that we advocated the European Commission, the Council and the 
European Parliament on these issues.  

- A reference to “disadvantaged migrants “was included in the Communication of the 
European commission on health inequalities;  

- Conclusions of the Council urge member states to provide “universal access to healthcare 
for pregnant women and children”,  

- we hope that we will be able to introduce a reference to the access to healthcare for 
undocumented migrants in general an for undocumented pregnant women and children in 
particular (see the recommendations disseminated during the public hearing).  

 
For the next months, until the vote of the Resolution on health inequalities by the European 
Parliament, there is an advocacy work to do, at EU and national levels.  
 
Reminder on the work done towards MEP since beginning of the project 
2009 2010 2011 
jan-march april-june july-sept oct-dec jan-march april-june july-sept oct-dec Jan-march 
 campaign 

towards 
candidates 
MEP ==> 
40 answers 
from 
candidates 

HUMA and 
OE reports 
sent to 
these MEP 
(and to 
MEP MDM 
knew 
before) 

share with 
Green MEP 
on advocacy 
opportunities 

decision 
with Green 
MEPs to 
organise 
public 
hearing on 
access to 
hc for UDM 

discussion 
on the 
public 
hearing with 
MEP 

decision to 
target on 
access to hc 
for pregnant 
women and 
children 
(and to link it 
with report 
on health 
inequalities) 

advocacy 
on report on 
health 
inequalities 
+ public 
hearing  
 

Lobby 
towards 
MEP so that 
they vote our 
amendments 
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  2009 2010 2011 
  jan-march april-june july-sept oct-dec jan-march april-june july-sept oct-dec jan-march 

procedure  
consultation on the 
Communication    

Communication 
comes out           

COMMUNICATIO
N OF EUROPEAN 
COMMISSION ON 
HEALTH 
INEQUALITIES  

HUMA 
advocacy  

HUMA participates to the 
consultation  

HUMA advocates the 
CESE on the 
Communication            

procedure          

Spanish presidency 
wants to target udm 
children and 
pregnant women in 
Conclusions on 
Health inequalities 

Negociations on 
the Conclusions 
(adopted on 6th of 
June)       

COUNCIL'S 
CONCLUSIONS 
ON HEALTH 
INEQUALITIES  

HUMA 
advocacy          

HUMA learns that  HUMA advocates 
the REPER & nat. 
level to support 
the Spanish 
proposal; 

HUMA proposes its members to use 
these Conclusions as an advocacy 
tool at national level 
  

  

procedure        

ENVI 
committee of 
EP. decides to 
make a report 
on health 
inequalities     

ENVI committee 
begins to write 
report 

draft report 
comes out (mid 
nov. 2010) 
 
Deadline for 
amendments = 
10 Dec 

Vote in ENVI 
committee on report 
(Jan) 
Vote in plenary (7 
March)  

REPORT 
(RESOLUTION) 
OF THE 
EUROPEAN 
PARLIAMENT  ON 
HEALTH 
INEQUALITIES  

HUMA 
advocacy              

HUMA decides to 
link the public 
hearing we 
wanted to 
organise at the 
EP on this issue 

- Public hearing  
- HUMA 
advocates MEP 
of the ENVI 
Committee to 
have them 
propose an 
amendment on 
access to hc for 
UDM, that will 
be made by 3 
MEP (ALDE, 
PPE, Socialists) 

HUMA to advocate 
MEP (from ENVI 
committe and in 
general), especially 
from ALDE and PPE  
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B. Feedback from the HUMA members on the public hea ring  
On the session 

- was a time to strengthen our arguments (research from Hans Wolff in particular) 
- argument of equitable access (developed by Hans Wolff) was interesting 
- Argument and interesting reality: “migrants go where the work is!”  
- Striking to see that for people, it was a surprise to discover the situation of undocumented 

migrants.  
- Good to have targeted MEP from all the political scope; Interest for the MEP that were speakers 

for our public hearing (Flautre, Estrela) and good to see Juvin (from right party there).  
- Too many speakers  
- No interest for the presentation of DG Home 

On the organisation 
- need for more explanation before (ex: table here above) 
- need of more time to contact MEP 
- whish of having more MEP present at the public hearing 

Other ideas as regards advocacy towards MEP 
-    organise little advocacy sessions with some MEP and secretariats of the Parliament (example of 

the SIMM/NAGA from Pier Franco Olivani) 
-     have a “press table” at a plenary session of the European parliament to present our demands.   

 
C. Next steps  

- Press release to be sent (10/12) and disseminated 
- Report should be ready before end of 2010.  
- Next advocacy towards MEP in 2 steps (proposition)  

o Report to be sent to all MEP with a letter  
o And then new action (letter/ phone call – to be defined) before the vote on the resolution 

on health inequalities.  
- HUMA team to present before end of 2010 a plan of action as regards advocacy towards MEP. 

 
 
 
SESSION ON DECLARATION 
 

A. European level  
 
The discussions allowed us to take decisions as regards the priority actions to take in March 2010 
regarding the advocacy based on our European Declaration.   
 

Type of action Targets Timing 
1. Send signatures and 
Declaration to Ministries of Health 
(and Members of parliament?). 
2. Activist action 
3. Press conference  
4. conference with health 
organisations  

 
- Council (of ministers of health) 
of the EU 
- MEP 

Before 7th of March (before) 
- Linked to next meeting of the 
Council of ministers of health?  
- Before the vote on health 
inequalities at the European 
parliament  

 
Some other elements:  

- The members are going to support the action at EU level; most of them (if not all) are not going to 
organise some event linked to the European Declaration at their national level and will stop the 
action in March 2011.   

- The activist action demands also a work towards media / press conference (in a non traditional 
way) and can have a good impact if well prepared (and with media participation). 
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B. National level  
 
Some elements of interest: 

- Interesting work in the NL: MdM will call hospitals to ask if they can put the link of the declaration 
on their website; if they can stick a poster of the European declaration at their hospital; if they can 
have volunteers asking for signatures at their hospital; the banner of the declaration shall be 
included in the digital newsletter of the main medical association 

- In some countries, the European declaration targets not only health professionals but other health 
professionals; in other it targets only health professionals (like in Spain). This depends of the 
objectives / strategy at national level.  

- A great work has to be done as regards number of signatories, in order to give more value to the 
signature of health organisations. For the handling of the European Declaration, the idea is to 
communicate on these “big signatures of health organisations”; we will be able to tell how many 
signatories are health professionals and how many are not.    

- integrate PICUM as disseminator of the Declaration  
 
Conclusions of the working group session on the European declaration: 

Strategy Targets Action at national level Action towards signatories 

- Not agressive / "Ally" approach 
- Member of unions to put pressure on 
the chair of their association 
- Open letters in medical magazines 
- Use medical chamber newsletter 
- Use media 
- Put the banner on e-mail 
- Share tools 
- Use database from other petitions (if 
legal to do that) 

- College of doctors 
- MoH 
- Municipalities health services 
- Medical MEP 
- School for medical / mental 
health 
- specialists   
- … 
  
  

- National ‘touch’ 
- Communication to health 
prof. 
- Meeting with MoH / 
Ministry of social affairs 
(Sweden) / Health 
insurance adm. 
- No national event 
  
  
  
  

- E-mailing to signatories (mid-
term + final communication) 
- Sending MdM newsletter 
- Inform signatories on "good 
practices" in other countries 
- Tools to be prepared by the 
HUMA team 
  
  
  
  

 
 
C. Next steps  

- HUMA team prepares a template email to re-launch the signatories (for January)  
- HUMA team sends to the network elements of appreciation and propositions regarding the priority 

types of action (efficiency, opportunities, proposal of ideas, partners to associate to the action) 
and a plan of action regarding the event linked to the European Declaration (for beg. January 
2011) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
METHODOLOGY SESSION: MAPPING OF THE ‘INFLUENCERS’   
 
This tool could also be called a mapping of actors: it consists in explicating the decision process that we 
want to influence on (and thus, find all actors of the decision – formally or non formally influencing on it; 
when the have an action on the decisional process; how they influence the decision), this will help to 
identify the targets of your advocacy for this or that objective. To put it on a paper helps also see the 
distance of an actor to the decision; and helps see if you can influence directly / indirectly to a decision. 
When the actors at on the same line, this means they have a relation (ex: media influence the 
government and the MPs) 
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A. Example of the channels of influence for a law c hange (ex of Sweden, not finished)  
 

Objective : change the law 
as regards access to HC for 
undocumented migrants  

 
Other actors   (non 
institutional link to 

decision) 

Actors formally invested 
in the decisional 

process 

Actors institutionally 
linked to the decision   

Other actors   (no 
institutional link to 

decision) 
 
 
 
Media  
 
 
 
Doctor medical 
chamber  
  
NGO network 
 
 
  

Members of 
parliament 
 
Government – 
ministry of interior 
and  
 
Government – 
ministry of health    
 
Leader enquiry  
 
Expert group  
 
Reference group 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Ministry of equality  
 
Health County 
councils 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ombudsman  
 

 
 
 
B. Example of channels of influence for an administ rative change (example of NL, not finished)  
 
Group with: Netherlands, Greece, UK, Spain, France 
 
 

OBJECTIVE =  
Change the rule of identification 
of undocumented migrants to 
access health coverage  

  
Actors institutionally 
linked to the decision   

Actors formally invested 
in the decisional 

process 

Actors institutionally 
linked to the decision   

Other actors   (non 
institutional link to 

decision) 
 
Ministry of Interior ? 
 
Ministry of Budget ?   
  
 
…. 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 

Board of the 
college of health 

insurances (define 
better who is part 

of this college 
 

 
 

 
Ministry of health ? 
 

Health insurances 
 

Ministry of social 
affairs 

 
The « team » of the 

College (role of 
execution) 

…. 
 

 
 
 
 

Health institutes / 
hospitals 

 
Medical associations  
 

Platform of 
organisations (MDM 

NL is part of it) 
 
 
 Specialised media  
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Context in Netherlands: the platform of NGOs is con cerned about the rule of the College of health insu rance 
asking for UDM to show their identity. This issue was raised by doctors who want to know if people are 
registered in the health system and entitled to health care. 
 
Other remarks on the example  
MdM NL exposed the case of a change they want to obtain in the rules on identification of the undocumented 
migrants to access health coverage. Interestingly, MdM NL explained that they were trying to have a direct action 
and relations with the « team », that is a group from the College of health insurances. They are not sure on the 
decisional process on the rule they want to influence on (but probably the decision is taken by the board of the 
college of health insurances); they do not know really who is part of the College (among other institutions …). The 
session helped to consider other actors that could be targeted to influence the board of the college of health 
insurances than the team. In this case, this would need a work to identify :  

- who is member of the College   
- who is really taking the decisions  
- what is the role of the « team », which is the contact point of MdM with the College by now 

 
Other tricks for the advocacy work in general 

- find who is part of the bodies you are targeting, and try to enter the board of institutions, if it is possible (in 
the Dutch case, only health insurance can belong to the board) 

- find allies within other type of organisations (thus, do not only work with a platform of NGO) 
- do not consider administrations are enemies 
- try to find the good persons, maintain the contact at least twice a year.  
- prepare evidence based data – that is your strength (  
- influence decision makers with arguments based on field situations (i.e. technical arguments and not 

political arguments)  
- use the media when necessary (specialised media, medical newspaper) 
- consider the round of the advocacy action : from down to top actors and from top to down actors (try to 

influence things down in order to influence the top actors, and come back to the down actors with the new 
things gained at top, …) 

 
 
 
SESSION ON THE NETWORKING PROCESS 
 
A. Presentation of proposals to improve communicati on from last workshop & discussion on it  
 
1. Develop multilateral information (ALL HUMA PARTN ERS)  
- Each member of the HUMA network uses the google list in order to post relevant information about 
developments on health and migration (and assistance to migrants) issues in their country / advocacy 
actions on these issues. Emails should respect basic rules: 
 …Subject of the email: for info or for action / country / keyword 
 …Some lines in English summarising the content 
 …Hyperlink or attachment to read more.  
- Reinvest the google group page (all posted emails are archived there) or create a blog   
- Create an internal newsletter focused on advocacy actions regarding our issue. 
 
Elements of the discussion  

- A blog was not created: HUMA coordination considered seriously the option but would be a lot of 
energy for a tool that did not seem relevant at this point (google list not very active; not a very 
proactive attitude of many people as regards sharing information) 

- takes times / not so easy to take the habit to share information on the google list 
- information of the google group is good to re-use, even for advocacy purposes at national level;  
- do not only focus on your own country to send information 
- google list is a good tool that can be kept alive after the end of HUMA: would only need an 

administrator for it.   
- Proposition: write on your agenda to share info on the google list at least once a month!   
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2. Develop closed relation / dynamic with the HUMA coordination: Systematic oral communication 
between the HUMA team and the focal points at a frequency of once per 3 or 4 weeks. 
 
Elements of the discussion  
- the monthly meetings motivate on HUMA issues 
- difficult to have really a monthly meeting (regularity) 
 
3. External communication: Update the website and keep the edition of the newsletter as it is.  
  
 
B. Feedback on HUMA activities  
Some elements:  
The + of HUMA   

• holding national event + financial support  
• Declaration � approach towards medical professionals, learn how to speak to med orga.   
• Huma report + summary = useful 
• Share on European context = useful 

The – of HUMA project activities  
• More expertise needed in terms of advocacy  
• and about key bodies to target / key arguments to change vues 
• campaign towards MEP (2009): was too much a one shot action, with lack of follow-up  

  
 
SESSION ON CAPITALISATION  
 
Some elements for definition  
 
“Capitalisation” is not evaluation; for an organisation, ‘capitalisation’ consists in memorising the lessons 
learnt from experience (of a project per example), in order to be able to improve the capacities of the 
organisation. It consists in a writing process, describing the successes of the project and how we did gain 
them (in terms of methodology etc), in order to be able to reuse the information next time a similar action 
will be decided. It consists in telling also what did not work / was not relevant to achieve an action/ 
objective (and why). It could be traduced by “lessons learnt”.   
 
In our case, the evaluation of the project is done by CIEDEL, and they evaluate the impact of the HUMA 
project on access to healthcare for migrants in the EU/ the achievements as regards the creation of a 
network/…They evaluate the network.  
 
“Capitalisation” means concretely memorising experience through documents/ live sessions, explaining 
the process and all steps and actions done for an activity that was successful, per example, describing 
the whole process of the promotion of the European declaration (from the idea to the launch to the 
handling of the Declaration, at national and EU levels).  
 
During the session, we discussed what could be “capitalised” of the HUMA project; that could be 
summarised in the following table:   
Who?  Partners (national level) European level              
What National events 

? declaration (launch at their national level) 
Pre-EP elections campaign 
Reception conditions directive 
Transposition of returns directive 
Health professionals’Declaration 
Work related to Health Inequalities 
Hearing 
… 

Which 
methodology?  

- Work in groups on particular subjects 
- or with the help of a template to fill in (on the 
national event; some people already filled in 
this template).  

Based on capitalisation template to 
elaborate/adapt 
/? 
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EVALUATION OF THE WORKSHOP   
 
ORAL ROUND TABLE   
“What will you bring home from the workshop? 

- advocacy mapping was very good to be able to better identify partners and targets/ to have a big 
overview of the bodies to target. Good to take the time during the workshop for that 

- good to share with the colleagues 
- good to take time to exchange on advocacy at national level 
- national advocacy plan will help and is a useful instrument 
- having heard about France on advocacy towards administrations 
- getting a common idea was hard but it was good to decide in common (for the European 

declaration); it was strange that the conclusion of the European declaration was not decided yet 
- contacting MEP is long but possible  
- better strategic vision 
- good to hear about the national contexts/ to share on national contexts 
- good to understand better the general frame of the advocacy at EU level 
- hear ideas from other countries helps focusing advocacy 
- exciting to go to the European parliament and to learn how it works 
- good to have discussed on administration level, which is the best way to make things change 
- happy to have planned an activist action 
- to learn more on the HUMA project 

 
WRITTEN EVALUATIONS  
(to be filled in by participants afterwards) 
  
 
CONCLUSIONS FOR ACTION IN THE 3 NEXT MONTHS  
 
To be done by HUMA team  

- HUMA team prepares a template email to re-launch the signatories (for January)  
- HUMA team sends to the network elements of appreciation and propositions regarding the priority 

types of action (efficiency, opportunities, proposal of ideas, partners to associate to the action) 
and a plan of action regarding the event linked to the European Declaration (for beg. January 
2011) 

- HUMA team presents before end of 2010 a plan of action as regards advocacy towards MEP. 
- the google list is a good tool that will keep on living after the end of the project. We should find an 

administrator for it.   
 
To be done by members  

- Proposition: write on your agenda to share info on the google list at least once a month!   
- send back to the HUMA team the national advocacy plans before 20/12/2010 
- contribute to the advocacy towards MEP (after receiving plan of action from HUMA team) 
- contribute to the definition of and participate to the handling action of the European declaration.  
- Contribute to the capitalisation of the HUMA project, after the general frame will be proposed 

(minima by filling in a report on your national event) 
- the google list is a good tool that will keep on living after the end of the project. We should find an 

administrator for it.   
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FINAL AGENDA OF THE WORKSHOP 
 

- Presentation  of the workshop, quick roundtable (name, organisation, position)  
General update on HUMA activities and on the context as regards our issues   

9-11  

Presentation of the new partners  
11:00-12 :15 Feedback on the public hearing 

- brief presentation about the aims and organisation of the hearing (25’) 
- in small groups (35’) 

• What have you learnt from the hearing? (as regards organization; networking, Eu 
dynamics; work towards institutions)  

• How to re-use this information at national level?  
- feedback in plenary (15’)   

12:15-12:30 Break 
12:30-12:45 European declaration (in plenary): presentation of the results so far (launches and 

signatures) and open discussion on tools used    
12:45-14:00 Lunch 
14 :00 – 14 :45 European declaration (in plenary):  

proposition and discussions for a common handling of the declaration at EU level     

14:45 – 16 :15  European declaration and work with health professio nals (in groups)   
A) Preliminary question that can feed the elaboration of your action plan  

- What are the different type of organisations you are targeting? (identify who is an allie, who 
is a target, …) 

- Which dynamics/activities can we build with or towards health organisations/ professionals?   
- Besides handling the signatures, what else could be done at national level with the 

Declaration?  
B) Elaboration of an action plan for the process of the Declaration at national level (relaunch/ 
promotion of the declaration/ final event / …)     

16.15-16.30 Break 
16 :30-17 :30 Restitution of the work done  (plenary; 5 mn per group)  
17 :30-18 :30 The networking process: 

- in plenary : feedback and perspectives for next months and 2011 
- in groups  

- what has been / can be still improved on the priorities from the last workshop? 
- what actions/tools work and are efficient / do not work?  
- what are the perspectives?    

- feedback (in plenary: 5 points per group) 
 
FRIDAY 10 December  
9-11  Exercise on identification of channels of influence  for an advocacy objective:   

How to achieve : 
- to have a law proposal introduced / amended? (case of BE or SW) 

- to have an administrative circular / implementing regulation taken? (case of Spain or UK) 
11:00-11:15 Break 
11-12 Own-assessment on the national advocacy plan (work per country with national advocacy 

plan, or with table on advocacy objectives updated in Nov. 2010):  
- what has been done as regards the advocacy objectives in the last year(s)  
- and why ? difficulties, opportunities, lessons learnt for the future, … 

12-13 Work on the national advocacy plan for further year (s)  (per country) 
- What are the priority and realistic objectives? 
- Which actions/ ways to get to it/them?  

13:00-14:30 Lunch 
14 :30-15:45 Work on researches on cost + capitalization    
15 :45-16:00 Evaluation  of the workshop (oral and written) 
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS  
 
 Organisation Personnes Function E-mail Presence 

1 Carolina Sinziana 
Marin 

Coordinator 
programs  

carolina@arca.org.ro 9 & 10 dec. 

2 
ARCA (Romania) 

Diana Spătărel  Social worker diana@arca.org.ro 9 & 10 dec. 

3 Marion Chenevas Project Coordinator marion.chenevas@aerztederwelt.org 9 & 10 dec. 

4 
Artze Der Welt (Germany) 

Damien Perrot Resp of com. damien.perrot@aerztederwelt.org 9 & 10 dec. 

5 Association for Integration 
and Migration (Czech Rep.) 

Eva Valentova Advocacy Officer valentova@refug.cz 9 & 10 dec. 

6 Livia Ottisova Project assistant  lottisova@doctorsoftheworld.org.uk 9 & 10 dec. 

7 
Doctors of the World (UK) 

Fizza Qureshi Project Manager fqureshi@doctorsoftheworld.org.uk 9 & 10 dec. 

8 Dokters van de Wereld (NL) Margreet Kroesen Assistant Coordo mkroesen@doktersvandewereld.org 9 & 10 dec. 

9 Giatri Tou Kosmou (Greece) Christina Psarra  Coordinator 
programs   chr_psarra@hotmail.com 

9 & 10 dec. 

10 Renate Ketonis  Intern on NE renatek.kisa@gmail.com 9 & 10 dec. 

11 
KISA ( Cyprus) 

Michelle Pokrupova   kisa.rainbow2010@gmail.com 9 & 10 dec. 

12 Italy : SIMM Pierfranco Olivani   p.olivani@libero.it 9 dec. 

13 Christina Lidén  Director  christina@lakareivarlden.org 9 & 10 dec. 

14 
Läkare i Världen Sverige  
(Sweden) Daniel Berlin Bryssel Member of board    9 & 10 dec. 

15 Médecins du Monde 
(Belgium) Franck Vanbiervliet 

Coordinator national 
programs  Frank.VanBiervliet@MedecinsduMonde.be 

9 & 10 dec. 

16 MdM International network Nathalie Simonnot Deputy director of 
Int. network 

nathalie.simonnot@medecinsdumonde.net 9 & 10 dec. 

17 Médicos del Mundo (Spain) Eva Aguilera  Advocacy officer  eva.aguilera@medicosdelmundo.org 9 & 10 dec. 

18 Medicos do Mundo 
(Portugal) 

Rita Aleixo  Project Coordinator rita.aleixo@medicosdomundo.pt 9 & 10 dec. 

19 Aleksandra 
Chrzanowska 

Project Coordinator a.chrzanowska@interwencjaprawna.pl 9 & 10 dec. 

20 
SIP (Poland) 

Monika Szulecka  Researcher  monika.szulecka@gmail.com 9 & 10 dec. 

21 Slovenska filantropija 
(Slovenia) 

Tadeja Rink  Social worker tadeja.rink@filantropija.org 9 & 10 dec. 

22 Juliette Poirson Coordinator juliette.poirson@medecinsdumonde.net 9 & 10 dec. 

23 Anne Soler Coordinator survey anne.soler@medecinsdumonde.net 9 & 10 dec. 

24 Benoit Blondel Advocacy officer Benoit.Blondel@MedecinsduMonde.be 9 & 10 dec. 

25 Sara Collantes Deputy coordinator sara.collantes@medicosdelmundo.org 9 & 10 dec. 

26 

HUMA team 

Vincent Lepage Administrator vincent.lepage@medecinsdumonde.net 9 & 10 dec. 

27 CIEDEL Ana Maria Oliveira  External evaluator    9 dec. 

 
 
Excused 

- Davinia Vella, Member of SKOP – Malta 
- Marie Jelínková – Multicultural Center Prague (MKC)  
- Michèle Teule, MdM France  

 
 
 


